Paul was just 15 when he met Michener (Mich), who was curator of Lepidoptera at the American Museum of Natural History. He seemed to be very old to Paul (Mich was 29) and Paul thought even then that Mich was a great scientist (he was right). Mich was doing research on the taxonomy of butterflies and moths because he couldn't find employment working with bees, his first and last love.
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Berry only met Mich once, when Berry came to the University of Kansas in October 2005 to identify bees he had collected in Costa Rica as part of his doctoral dissertation at Stanford. Mich had already shown generosity by arranging for two graduate students in bee systematics to join Berry in Costa Rica to help teach him bee sampling and identification. Mich was a towering figure in Berry's imagination, for his contributions to bee systematics and the biology of sociality. Berry used his copy (given to him by Paul) of Mich's sweeping magnum opus on bee systematics and taxonomy, The Bees of the World (1), every day in Costa Rica to key out bees to subgenus. Mich was considered the central figure in bee systematics globally, with the bulk of his more than 500 publications (spanning more than 80 years!) related to that topic. Mich was apparently teased by colleagues upon the publication of The Bees of the World that he had only just finished his doctoral dissertation, which was focused on the morphology, phylogeny, and classification of bees. But Mich's curiosity extended beyond systematics, and he made central contributions to our understanding of bee behavior, and in particular sociality. Mich particularly exploited the fact that the bee lineage contains a striking diversity of sociality-in contrast to groups like ants that have only highly social formsand many of his contributions were based on observations of "transitional" taxa that are neither solitary nor eusocial, but instead weakly social. Mich put these studies in a phylogenetic context, in particular examining taxa that, for example, had reverted from weakly social to solitary. Often the taxa he used in studies of behavior and sociality also became the focus of systematic investigations as well.
One component of this work was on kin recognition (in particular with David Fletcher), research that contributed to both sociobiology and also to chemical ecology, given the central role of cuticular hydrocarbons and macrocyclic lactones in kin recognition. Mich's work on bee behavior, and in particular sociality, was crystallized in his 1974 book The Social Behavior of the Bees (2), which was foundational to later work on sociobiology and the evolution of sociality, by E. O. Wilson and others.
It was typical of Mich's mentoring that he did not try to convert Paul to hymenopteran taxonomy, but instead encouraged his interest in butterfly systematics and allowing him to do volunteer work on them at the American Museum and steering him toward science, suggesting that he join the then-forming Lepidopterists' Society. In 1952 Paul was accepted by Mich as a graduate student at the University of Kansas, where Mich had moved so he could return to his bee research. Mich arranged for Paul to have an assistantship with his new colleague, Bob Sokal, and the MichenerSokal combination would soon transform the ancient field of taxonomy. Paul and two fellow graduate students, Jim Chilcott and Earl Cross (now both gone), were fortunate enough to be in a small seminar where the theory of taxonomy was being critically examined. Bob argued against the rest of the group that statistical techniques could be used to make taxonomy much more objective and repeatable. Michener and Sokal decided the debate had to be settled by experiment, and that led to the famous test on Mich's bees and the publication of a paper that showed Sokal to be correct (and Mich and Paul dead wrong) and transformed a major area of evolutionary biology. It was a measure of Mich's interest in bees that, whereas Sokal and others worked very hard to pursue the transformation of the entire discipline of taxonomy, Mich's main efforts quickly returned to his primary interest in bee evolution and systematics.
When Berry arrived in Lawrence to work on bee identifications, Mich was in the hospital with pneumonia. Upon hearing the news, Berry didn't expect to meet Mich in person during his eight-day visit, but Mich emailed Berry asking him to come by the hospital. Arriving in the hospital room, there was barely room to stand, as Mich was completely surrounded by dozens and dozens of balloons, flowers, and cards from wellwishers. It was immediately apparent that this was a person who had built up a community of friends, family, and colleagues who cared tremendously for him. Despite being ill and in a hospital gown, Mich sat up straight and emanated an aura of dignity, curiosity, and empathy. Before the visit, and multiple times since, Berry has heard bee researchers talk about how Mich's integrity and high personal and professional expectations have shaped the unusually positive research climate in bee systematics and pollination biology research. When Berry arrived in that hospital room in Lawrence, Mich brushed questions about his health aside and immediately began to ask about Berry's visit and how things had gone. He was very curious about the bees that Berry had collected in Costa Rica, and particularly interested to see three specimens of Mydrosoma, a beautiful, relatively large bee genus from the Western Hemisphere tropics and subtropics. Mich had revised the genus in 1986 (3) and in 2002 (4) wrote a note describing the first specimen recorded from Costa Rica.
Mich was released from the hospital and was in the office the next day, the day before Berry left Kansas, and Mich was anxious to see the Mydrosoma specimens. After examining and discussing the Mydrosoma specimens that day, Berry and Mich continued to correspond about them, with Mich eventually deciding that although they probably represented a new species, without male specimens there wasn't quite enough to go on to write them up. Two years later, Laurence Packer described a new Mydrosoma from Brazil, naming it, fittingly, Mydrosoma michneri (5).
Paul and Mich remained in touch until Mich's death, and despite their different taxonomic orientations ended up finally coauthoring a study in 2005 (6) . It showed that leaving part of a coffee plantation in forest increased coffee production by supplying habitat for pollinators. They both enjoyed having Paul finally struggle with bee taxonomy, the results being a paper with Taylor Ricketts as the first author, his major professor Gretchen Daily the next author, her major professor Paul, next, and Paul's major professor, Mich, the senior author.
Mich died peacefully in his sleep of heart failure when he was 97. He was, to the end, a soft-spoken gentleman, a true friend to many, and a brilliant scientist.
